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Introduction
Debate around the contribution of design thinking to the competitive advantage of firms began at about the time Roger Martin proposed that managers ought to take a design approach to management problems. Martin made the bold assertion that firms that “balance analytical mastery and intuitive originality in a dynamic interplay that I call design thinking… will gain a nearly inexhaustible, long-term business advantage.” In this use of “business advantage,” Martin refers to the fundamental concept of a competitive advantage. Firms create economic value when the difference between the customer’s perceived benefit (generally measured by their willingness to pay) and the firm’s cost to deliver this perceived benefit is positive. A competitive advantage exists when firms create more economic value than their rivals can replicate. When firms own superior resources and deploy skills to deliver superior customer value at lower relative costs, they also should be generating superior profits that are above the average for the industry.

The managerial implication is therefore that firms should implement a design strategy—“the effective allocation and coordination of design activities and resources”—to achieve superior designs. Design scholars and practitioners claim that a superior design is a resource owned by the firm that contributes to its competitive advantage. By “superior design,” we mean a plan for production of an object or environment that is intentionally realized “to be understandable and meaningful to someone.” The claim of superior design as a resource is based on the hypothesis that “good” designs for products and services raise the benefit perceived by customers (superior customer value), which in turn raises their willingness to pay and thereby contributes to what we describe as the design advantage. Figure 1 illustrates the economic concept of competitive advantage and the contribution of a design advantage. A design advantage comprises two components: a quality surplus and a transaction surplus. The quality surplus is the superior economic value delivered by the quality of industrial
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A number of empirical studies have confirmed the influence of high-quality industrial design on the overall economic performance of firms. A transaction surplus is the economic value of a better experience gained by customers in transacting with a company and its products and services before, during, and after the sale of the product or service. Customers always incur a production cost when buying a product or service; embedded within the production cost is a transaction cost associated with the purchase and use of a product or service. The firm delivering the product or service can reduce a customer’s *ex ante* and *ex post* transaction costs and capture some of that transaction surplus in its design advantage. Tactics to reduce the *ex ante* transaction costs include simplifying selection—for example, by reducing the number of steps needed to negotiate the sale (e.g., Amazon’s 1-click) or by enhancing the visual recognition for a brand’s core values (e.g., Volvo’s value of “premium safety”). Firms can reduce the *ex post* transaction costs by designing a higher quality user experience with the product and, by extension, the firm. For example, they can use conversational AI assistants to tie the process of addressing product or service performance issues more directly to the context of the customer’s problem.

Design scholars would further claim that the processes associated with the deployment of a design draw together superior skills that contribute to competitive advantage, even if the firm does not produce a design *per se*. Design-oriented capabilities (as superior skills) allow firms to tolerate ambiguity, see possibilities, and generate alternative solutions to problems, with each as a...


dominant logic and a set of attitudes. In sum, the contributions that high-quality designs and design skills make are important determinants in the competitive advantage of firms.

At the core of these design-based claims to competitive advantage is a prescription for user-centeredness, wherein user-centeredness is the strategic posture of the firm. Although a user-centric view can engender appropriate advice, it cannot offer firms normative advice because users cannot tell firms how to create a competitive advantage, including where firms should head or how to position themselves favorably relative to competitors. Scholars such as Verganti already have questioned the primacy of user-centeredness if it implies basing design strategy only on a close observation of end-user needs and desires. If anything, user insights are often found to favor incremental innovations that make sense only in existing market structures, with existing competitive positions, product categories, or brands. They mostly confirm current competitive positions, rather than help firms to improve or escape them. According to Norman and Verganti, “[b]ecause HCD [human-centered design] is a form of hill-climbing, it is only suited for incremental innovation.” However, if user-centeredness is not the prescription, then what else could act as a design strategy to move toward the competitive advantage of firms? An expanded paradigm is needed as the basis of a competitive advantage associated with design activities and resources—one that incorporates a more general prescription for the strategic posture of the firm.

In this article, we propose that design strategy could prescribe a descriptive and normative claim to competitive advantage at the level of the firm when it is liberated from its dominant association with product and service innovation and from the prescription of user-centeredness. Our unit of analysis for assessing firm-level competitive advantage is of course the firm. We assert that, at the firm level, executives should be asking scale and scope questions, such as “What is the firm and what are its key functions?” rather than “What are the features and qualities of the firm’s next product?”

**Design Strategy as the Foundation of Competitive Advantage**

If one of the key functions of a firm is to perform better than competitors, then if a firm wishes to survive, our design-based answer is to focus on shaping the heterogeneity of the firm in ways that its paying customers would deem valuable. Put more succinctly, design strategy should claim that competitive advantage accrues to firms that shape and sustain heterogeneity. We propose that heterogeneity should be a firm’s high-level normative goal frame. That value accumulates in response to genuinely better designs has already
been established, and these designs are, by definition, heterogeneous and superior to what previously existed. Extrapolating from this product-level claim to the level of the firm, the design-based view on competitive advantage speaks to the need for a strategic emphasis on coordinating resources and processes toward firm-level heterogeneity across all the characteristics of the firm that paying customers would deem valuable, including its business model, operations, culture, and products and services. In the rest of the article, we explicate a design-based view on competitive advantage, or design strategy. We conclude with propositions to test the claims of heterogeneity as a basis for competitive advantage.

A Design-Based View on Competitive Advantage

The field of competitive strategy assumes that firms possess heterogeneous asset bases that are more suited to one firm than to another; in other words, firms are bundles of pre-existing heterogeneous and heterogeneously distributed valuable resources. Porter’s view on competitive strategy constructs heterogeneity simply as the outcome of firms “deliberately choosing a different set of activities to deliver a unique mix of value” relative to their competitors. In this view, any value of any different solution can be communicated to prospective markets to help position the firm. As a result, in this positioning view, heterogeneity is simply a relative difference in organizational strategies, structures, and processes created for prespecified, often unsurprising effects in the market. The notion is one of degrees rather than of kind. As such, strategy simply requires differentiation as specialization, or becoming more differentiated in factors of production and products and services. Such factors might include products used in ways with which consumers are not yet acquainted, “which consumers (whether households or other firms) would find useful and would be willing to buy at prices and in quantities that would be profitable to the producer.” This form of differentiation is the strategy Alfred Sloan pursued to sell General Motors cars across all price segments. To enact this business policy, Sloan leveraged the design expertise of Harley Earl to differentiate structurally similar cars through styling. Although this form of design-driven differentiation has been criticized as only “superficial disguise and individuation of a mass-produced machine,” it lies at the core of the field of strategic management.

In the design-based view we present, heterogeneity is not assumed to be a pre-existing condition. In other words, resources are not assumed to be heterogeneously distributed or even valuable per se. Instead, in the design-based view, heterogeneity is
based on the axiom of subjective reality being more relevant to shaping heterogeneity because “alternatives are not given in any constructive sense but must be synthesized, ...[and] new forms of reasoning are involved in the synthesis.”

In this sense, the emergence of heterogeneity in a firm might resemble a process of synthesis, in which the mixture of uncommon but still valuable combinations or exclusions of basic elements generates variation. Driving this process of excluding and combining and making it valuable are three elements: a vision of a desirable and/or preferred situation, guiding principles for integration, and a daring intuition. Without these types of mechanisms, no guidance toward heterogeneity occurs that can be observed (assessed by) customers and that has value to them.

An example of a company that (implicitly) applied this design-based view on competitive advantage is Marvel Studios—the producer of blockbuster franchises such as The Avengers, X-Men, and Spiderman. Marvel was nearly bankrupt in the mid-1990s, at which point executives radically—and successfully—changed their strategy. By 2019, its 22 films had generated more gross revenue than any movie franchise in history. After looking at this example in greater detail, we concluded that Marvel succeeded in creating competitive advantage because the firm aimed, at the firm-level, to generate heterogeneity in kind; for example, it hired new creative talent for each film, even while retaining a small percentage of people from one film to the next. These firm-level policies were intended to ensure the formation of a Marvel franchise that would produce novelty in films while retaining a recognizable coherence, even if this came at the expense of a central industry value of having a strong plot and storyline.

Another design-based view example is the introduction of the iMac G3 in 1998. Apple tried to “make it [the PC] less exclusive and more accessible” for consumers. This vision changed the PC at several different levels (e.g., the lack of a floppy disk drive in exchange for a network connector, its bright color, new shape, integration of monitor and PC, the silent fan, and the handle). Jonathan Ive, the former Chief Design Officer at Apple, in commenting about the addition of the handle, stated the following:

[W]hile its primary function is obviously associated with making the product easy to move, a compelling part of its function is the immediate connection it makes with the user by unambiguously referencing the hand. That reference represents, at some level, an understanding beyond the iMac's core function. Seeing an object with a handle, you instantly understand aspects of its physical nature – I can touch it, move it, it's not too precious.”

Commenting on these policies, Don Norman stated their effect as making the iMac “cute and it’s yours.... It’s not about technology.” 27

The outcome of the included and excluded policies of the iMac led to its extraordinary value: Apple went on to sell more than 2 million units in the first year, despite forecasts of about 800,000 units. 28 The fact that this new iMac G3 incorporated policies that infuriated some technology commentators—in fact, sufficiently so that some predicted that it would fail to win over existing Windows-based PC users 29 —suggests the use of differentiation of kind, as in not a PC, rather than of degree, as in a friendlier PC. This example (of the Apple iMac G3) shows that the competitive advantage for Apple came from the differentiation of the firm, away from “an agenda set by an industry that had never shared its goals,” and was partially enacted through “product qualities [that] are really consequent to the bigger goals [at the intersection of technology and the arts] that were established when the company was founded.” 30

What do Marvel Studios and iMac G3 have in common in relation to competitive advantage? In both cases, no pre-existing condition of heterogeneity was emphasized; instead, heterogeneity emerged as a result of a new insight about the problem space or as a result of having the guts to bring a solution to the market that was so different that it invited new interpretation of both the problem and solution. In other words, both companies’ policies were to secure the heterogeneity of the firm, the esse- quon non to secure a distinctive, novel outcome in products (films and computers).

Heterogeneity-Based Advantages

Firm-level heterogeneity is an outcome of discrete policy choices that executives make about their firm. These policies cluster together in a complementary and synchronous way to define the structure and activities of the firm. In conventional designs, these policies, enacted at various levels, define the firm’s forms and features. In product portfolios, the analogue of heterogeneity includes market, technology, firm-internal, and environment-related factors. 31 For example, Patagonia brings together the policy of “green goods” to the market for outdoor sportswear (novel market) and signals itself as a socially conscious provider (novel organizational culture); these two firm-level policies produced a heterogeneous firm to which customers are willing to pay substantial price premiums. 32 Table 1 describes different firm-level characteristics: organizational structure, organizational routine, organizational culture, market, industry, product portfolio, and geography. Each of these characteristics has a source of heterogeneity and a firm-level policy.
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A novel policy or policy combinations results in heterogeneity in kind rather than by degree. For example, Zara (a division of INDITEX) built a new type of fashion company based on a product portfolio policy of a continual, rather than seasonal, flow of novel clothes and ushered in the concept of “fast fashion” as a type of fashion company.\(^{32}\) Zara hypothesized that rapid, periodic shipments of limited quantities of trendy clothing (i.e., new articles several times a week) could increase the value of clothing. American Airlines (AA) and Southwest Airlines (SWA) are differentiated in kind, but not because AA operates a hub-and-spoke network with multiple types of aircraft, whereas SWA operates a point-to-point network with a single aircraft type; these differences are factors of production. Instead, they differ in kind because SWA enacts policies targeted toward novelty of market, industry, and organizational culture. Hallowell notes that Southwest assiduously enacts policies that include “the conscious creation of an environment that encourages all employees to have fun on the job”\(^{34}\) and the “standardization of machinery, adherence to published schedules, extensive selection and training of all employees, and restriction of service to those airports characterized as uncongested. In contrast, less disciplined carriers (such as the now defunct People Express) focus on only a few of these principles and often apply them inconsistently.”\(^{35}\) Facebook and Snap (formerly Snapchat) were heterogeneous in kind. Facebook at its core operates a “system of record” of social interactions, hypothesizing that users prefer to recall memories from many years back. In contrast, Snap hypothesizes that customers prefer an “ephemeral record of incidental and spontaneous events,” based on the belief that any form of recording faces possible social opprobrium. Their policies toward the market for “social media” led to a divergence in products.

The Forces Shaping the Degree of Heterogeneity

Although a firm might seek heterogeneity through management actions, its customers and industry can hem in its ability to shape the level of heterogeneity. Firm-level heterogeneity cannot fully depart from the firm’s grounding in an industry or prior competitive positions. In short, firms cannot be infinitely heterogeneous. This firm-level principle stems from the idea that a superior design initiates changes both in and outside its category but does not completely depart from the category. This claim has been made in relation to products in cultural industries. For example, organizations such as operas, film studios, record studios, and television studios must “seek novelty that differentiates their products without making them fundamentally different in nature from others in the same category.”\(^{36}\) Raymond Loewy coined the industrial design principle as “most advanced yet acceptable,” using the acronym
MAYA. The principle asserts that commercially successful designs have a form that is both recognizable as something familiar and also is unique—that is, designs that are as innovative as possible while preserving, as much as possible, the family resemblance of the design to a set of products. Krippendorff drew a similar conclusion in explicating the dialectic in his definition of design as a plan for something new and different that also has meaning: “[T]he former calls for innovation, while the latter calls for the reproduction of historical continuities.” In achieving the status of being something new that has meaning, designs do more than simply displace what preceded them; they “initiate shifts within their cultural complexes” (evoke a competitive response) but also “withstand the self-protective responses by those affected” (maintain a competitive advantage). Such shifts can be recognized and disputed by competitors, even while the ones inducing the shift extend their grip on markets. For example, despite its market success, Marvel Studios is not without controversy. At the instigation of film director Martin Scorsese, others in the film industry have even started debating whether the franchise produces real cinema, or instead creates “despicable” theme park rides. The MAYA principle also could suppress firms’ strategic renewal. To illustrate, Disney explored the possibility of having one of its major animated princesses—Elsa—be openly gay but, for now, decided to keep her as a happy bachelorette who nevertheless has no need for a prince.

Two forces therefore influence the level of heterogeneity: novelty and conventionality. These same forces are at play in Loewy’s MAYA principle: “Advanced” is equivalent to novelty, and “acceptable” is equivalent to conventionality. Novelty and conventionality are therefore the primary forces governing the trajectory of the heterogeneity of firms. We do not expect either force to be monotonically increasing (novelty) or decreasing (conventionality) in relation to their influence on heterogeneity and, by extension, on competitive advantage. For example, at the product level, customers prefer a certain level of novelty and conventionality. These preferences have been related to a desire for modest levels of variety. They can present difficulties for designers who seek to enhance levels of novelty and conventionality at the same time. Similarly, at the firm level, these two forces, novelty and conventionality, determine the extent to which, and the rate at which, firms can push heterogeneity.

This idea is conceptualized in Figure 2, which was adapted from the Wundt curve by D. E. Berlyne to explain the response humans have to “the degree of change, novelty, surprisingness, or complexity that it [a stimulus] introduces.” The shape of the novelty and conventionality forces determines the extent to which
firms can gain a competitive advantage (Cx) at some level of heterogeneity (Hx). Although the curve depicted is two-dimensional, novelty and conventionality vary over time. Therefore, managerial focus must necessarily focus on getting the right balance of novelty and conventionality and understanding the rates at which these two forces change.

Propositions to Test Design Strategy as Competitive Advantage

Based on the foregoing discussion of a design-based view of competitive advantage, this section presents three propositions that, when testable and proven, would provide the empirical evidence to substantiate the theory.

The design-based view suggests that heterogeneity emantes from a novel policy or combination of policies of a firm. The new policy drives the design of new products and processes of production, and the full implementation of the policy, in turn, provides a logic for changes in work routines and organizational structure. In addition, the design-based view accentuates that the resources of a firm ultimately rely on such policies, and that it is not the resources per se that make or break the firm. Companies such as AirBnB and Uber held very little in the way of resources, regardless of how value is defined, because they are unable to price something for which no demand curve or cost of production is known. In fact, for many start-ups, resources barely (or do not) exist at the time of the actualization of the firm. What ultimately created a competitive advantage for AirBnB and Uber was its unique policy of using and organizing underused residential accommodation and private vehicles, respectively. Identifying novel policies thus can result in a competitive advantage.
for firms because they implement a value creation strategy that cannot be mindlessly copied by other firms. A consistent empirical finding in cognitive design research is that the novelty and potential value created is inversely correlated; that is, high levels of novelty tend to lead to infeasible solutions.

**Proposition 3.1**
The novelty of a firm’s policy correlates positively with the value of heterogeneity up to a point and then correlates negatively thereafter.

Firms must invent and enact highly interdependent firm-level policies to achieve heterogeneity. However, what a policy should be cannot be deduced. The value of one novel firm-level characteristic might also depend on the novelty or policy-setting of another firm-level characteristic. The implication is that determining what is or is not going to become a novel policy is not a matter of an *a priori* analysis of fully formed strategic options. Rather than relying on existing hypotheses, the firm “must invent, or at least assume with a degree of arbitrary initiative, a premise which, if available to [the individual], would complete the basis of a demonstrative argument... Probable inference is inference based on improvised, suppositious premises, which, when added to those derivable from what is taken to be knowledge from the field, compose a demonstrative argument.” This hypothesis might turn out to be false. Nonetheless, the practices of hypothesizing, experimentation on the hypothesis, and interpretation of the outcomes prevent premature fixation on a single policy, while leaving space for practitioners to exploit contingencies as they are discovered.

Indeed, the firm might not necessarily have a particular or optimal embodiment of a policy in mind. Whether any set of policies will definitely create a shift in the current situation toward heterogeneity cannot be known. Instead, firms should try to create hypotheses to provide a new logic for addressing existing problems.

**Proposition 3.2**
Successful competitors in an industry are more likely to have developed novel hypotheses about strategic options that, at inception, were neither empirically nor logically true. Companies can experiment with novel policies that might lead toward novel agglomerations of firm-level characteristics. These policies are not meant to pre-produce a set of mutually exclusive options, followed by the selection of a utility-maximizing one. Instead, experimenting is intended to effectuate a solution from a given problem that can, in turn, direct and motivate the renewal and reallocation of resources toward higher-yielding

---


In other words, experimenting enables firms to learn about the conditions under which their hypotheses about policies leading toward heterogeneity hold true or false.

According to Levinthal, the greater the number of policy interdependencies, the greater the number of alternative organizational forms.\textsuperscript{54} As such, if firms want to explore a large space of possible organizational forms, they need to produce and test an increasing number of novel policies. Because experimentation is not cost-free, excessive capital allocation by testing firm-level characteristics that are too novel or testing too many combinations of novel characteristics could negatively affect performance, for two reasons. First, a high degree of reallocation creates substantial disruption in the firm’s operations as it moves people and non-financial resources around to test new hypotheses. Second, a higher level of investment could also disrupt the status quo in the industry, thus drawing a competitive response. Apple is reported to have reallocated its top executives and engineers to its own autonomous vehicle project, possibly in response to Google.\textsuperscript{55} Too much novelty also might signal a higher degree of risk for the company as additional investment goes into riskier propositions. Heterogeneity in this case is no longer valuable because it does not make sense or is too far from conventionality (see Figure 2). Nonetheless, without experimentation or a propensity for experimentation, the novel hypotheses cannot support the formation of growth opportunities.

**Proposition 3.3**
Successful competitors in an industry are more likely to devote more resources toward testing novel hypotheses, but after a certain threshold, increasing resource allocations for hypothesis testing diminishes competitiveness.

**Conclusions**
This article has articulated a design-based view of competitive advantage. In short, the claim prescribes that firms gain competitive advantage through heterogeneity-based advantages. If the firm can secure its heterogeneity, it will continue to exist and can be viably adapted to the competitive landscape, relative to other firms. If not, other firms will erode its value. Heterogeneity accrues to firms that continually create desired situations based on novel policies, and the full implementation of the policies, in turn, provide a logic for changes in work routines and organizational structure. The heterogeneity of the firm is determined by management action, constrained by the novelty and conventionality forces in its market. However, decisions regarding what the firm can do
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and where it can go need not (and should not) fully upend the entire firm. In addition, the design-based view accentuates that the resources of a firm ultimately rely on such policies and that the resources per se do not make or break the firm.

An important difference between the design-based view and other strategy frameworks is worth emphasizing. The design-based view promotes a strategic shift in managerial focus—away from coordinating resources and toward producing heterogeneity. It suggests that as firms evolve, they ought to seek their firm’s appropriate heterogeneity of kind. The claim to competitive advantage that we have put forth suggests that strategists should pay attention to competitive moves to increase heterogeneity. Meanwhile, strategists also should recognize that methods of design translate into activities that similarly drive success in achieving heterogeneity.

Our design-based view on competitive advantage enters a contested space in which strategy scholars and practitioners at times question even the existence of anything more than temporary competitive advantage. Another claim is that competitive advantage is simply the result of diligent application of business fundamentals. However, if our case for a design-based view on competitive advantage proves true, it further underscores the importance of firm-level shaping of heterogeneity both within the firm and outside it (e.g., as market creation). Expanding the time-varying heterogeneity between the firm and the industry norm becomes a business fundamental requiring diligent management focus.

In our context, barriers to entry are particularly low as a result of digitization; competitors can come from anywhere geographically; and external environments challenge multiple elements of firms’ business models simultaneously. Given these factors, re-assessing the evidence to determine whether alternative explanations can account for competitive advantage is particularly appropriate. In particular, the emergence of new firms that created new markets and new industries with few assets and capabilities, at least at their inception and relative to incumbents (e.g., compare Amazon to Barnes and Noble, Netflix to Blockbuster, or Google to WPP), calls into question explanations for competitive advantage that assume an industry comprising a small and oligopolistic set of similarly-sized firms in an essentially isolated market, that assume existing heterogeneously distributed valuable assets and capabilities, or even that assume existing opportunities are to be sensed and seized rather than created and shaped. We claim that, for the
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field of design to contribute more fully to the competitiveness of firms, design strategy needs to move beyond product-level strategy and tools that bring design practice to management problems, such as prototyping a business model. In the design-based view on competitive advantage, heterogeneity is the definitive metric of competitive performance. With heterogeneity as a highlighted metric of the firm, the firm seeks the right degree of novelty in its organizational routines, product portfolio, and elsewhere, relative to current firms. The design-based view on competitive advantage is intended to capture the key role of strategic management in directing attention toward shaping novel and desirable concepts—heterogeneity-based advantages—at all levels of the firm.
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